
Capital Vault Incorporated : Strategic Enterprise Group : [Order_SEG]
SEG MAX RSVP Account : [Order_SEG_MAX_RSVP]

Opportunity & Vision: "Stockpile & Deploy" - Please read the BDG_A_MR background file;
● The SEG MAX RSVP offers the Revenue Generator (RG), Reserved, Conditional sign-op and Open 
Options (RCOO), Reserved, Dedicated sign-up and Secured Options (RDSO) and the Serial Options 
for general or more specific purposed.

● The SEG MAX RSVP options are focused on specific industries, project and product line 
development, major component and sub assemblies, general and specialized parts.

● Industrial and technology sectors involve prime contractor, sub-contract and other options 
to generate significant contributions in all aspects of operations including the main plant or 
enterprise, joint ventures, inter-related production units and integrated business units.

● Conversion premiums generate a lot of value, buying and saving power in addition to 
creating more revenue streams, business, development and acquisition options.

● The terms available allow greater timelines for project and component development, with a 
favourable compensation, fixed and variable  revenues, a major conversion bonus and other 
VIP specials that adds up to the overall package. Creativity and adventure is standard!

● The RDSO option range offers some very interesting and more rewarding possibilities to explore. 
The private securities and investment may be in the form of units, combining a debt and equity 
component for maximum returns in the very important growth to expansion phase of an enterprise. 
This is solid strategy, as initial basic research, start up phase and operational infrastructure aspects 
have been executed and may result in less unknown and unforeseen than initially forecasted. 
Subsequently, any adjustments or recalibration to the timeline, revenue stream or critical events are 
more manageable. Pass through benefits derived from the parallel world of securities is possible, in 
addition to more sophisticated asset and resource management and opportunities that you won't want 
to miss out on, all depending on your available options, resources, strategy and decisions.

● The focusing on what you like and want is essential throughout the CVI-Options and Portfolio 
Spectrum. Since members know what they like and want or can make a self assessment being 
completely honest with themselves, this work to a tremendous advantage. Members knowing their 
financial position, maneuvering room, priorities, goals and also reviewing what is currently available is 
a great start and fairly easy process, although it takes some time the reward, compensation and 
opportunity is well worth it. This is fundamentally different than most main street options, as this 
promotes independence, learning, growth and a massive spectrum of options that are simply not 
available anywhere else that require your thinking and action. After all, who will you trust with your 
resources? Yourself. Who will trust, empower and establish strategic advantage for you to make more 
opportunity and relevant options available to you than ever before? Capital Vault Incorporated!

● The MAX RSVP is also focused even more in the various accounts that are part of the membership 
option. The convert into the Portfolio + Series of the designated account. At this level a member is 
much more directed to a general range within that account and portfolio theme or a specific product, 
services, and offers the means to go in the direction of investment options in a Series. So it is very 
easy to be specific and general at the same time, keep the options open if you are not exactly sure, 
and provide plenty of more choices when the time is right. This works with specific development and 
acquisition plans concerning product or technology development and can also work with business 
options for those who may desire to get more involved in ways that appeal to their style, likes, 
interests and circumstances. In addition to optimizing elements of time, revenue and resources.

To explore & discover more, please advance to: [Order_SEG_MAX_RSVP]
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